
Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1538 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1574 (Chain 
Snowflakes)

The Collection #107

Marjolein Wormsbecher
magnificentmagnolias.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Stamps+dies set: TC0889 (Tiny’s Champagne), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamp master: LR0029, Mask stencil: PS8109 (Tiny’s 
Bubbles & Sparkles), Text stamps: PS1009 (Happy Holidays), Distress Ink: tumbled glass, antique linen, antique linen, kitsch 
flamingo, Stamping ink Archival: jet black and Versamark: transparent, Embossing powder: pale gold (WoW), Gold-coloured paint/ink 
for splashing, Papicolor card Original: raven black (901), Watercolour paper, Velvet card: white, Soft glitter paper: CA3145 (bronze), 
Blending tool, Heat tool, Brush, Rhinestones: CA3162 (smokey grey)

General instruction:
Cut off 10 cm on the short side of a white A4-velvet sheet, fold the remaining card in half. Adhere a 9.5 x 20.7 cm black card.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1573 (Chain Stars), 
Stamps+dies set: TC0888 
(Tiny’s Sparklers)

Die cut the largest Slimline banner from bronze-coloured soft 
glitter paper. Die cut the one but largest from white watercolour 
paper and work with distress ink antique linen and kitsch 
flamingo, a blending tool and the mask stencil. Apply gold-
coloured paint/ink splashes with a brush. Stamp a black text. 
Use the stamp master to stamp a star with stick, the champagne 
glasses, cork and capsule with Versamark ink on to white 
watercolour paper. Sprinkle gold-coloured embossing powder on 
top and smelt this with a heat tool. Stamp the bubbles a little 
slantwise in the champagne glasses, sprinkle gold-coloured 
embossing powder on top and melt with a heat tool. Die cut the 
figures needed. 
Colour in the champagne glasses with distress ink antique linen. 
Adhere the figures with 3D-foam tape as per example given. 
Die cut the chain with stars from black card and the separate 
stars from bronze-coloured soft glitter paper. Adhere to the 
chain. Adhere the chains as per example given. 
Complete the card with rhinestones.

Die cut the largest Slimline banner from bronze-coloured 
soft glitter paper. Die cut the one but largest die from white 
watercolour paper and work with distress ink antique linen and 
kitsch flamingo, a blending tool and the mask stencil. 
Apply gold-coloured paint/ink splashes with a brush. 
Stamp the black text in two parts on to the card. 
Stamp with Versamark ink six champagne glasses and work them 
with gold-coloured embossing powder and a heat tool. 
Stamp the bubbles in the champagne glasses, sprinkle gold-
coloured embossing powder on top and melt with a heat tool. 
Colour in with distress ink antique linen. Adhere to the card 
with 3D-foam tape. 
Die cut the snowflakes chain 2x from black card and the separate 
snowflakes from bronze-coloured soft glitter paper and adhere. 
Complete the card with rhinestones.



Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0435 (Petra’s 
Poinsettia, leaves used), 
LR0437 (Petra’s Twigs), 
LR0512 (Petra’s Apple 
Blossom), Decoupage sheet 
Mattie’s Mooiste: MB0199, 
Papicolor card: Original dark 
brown (938) and for the 
leaves: silver grey (902) and 
olive green (945), Metallic 
platinum (335) and gold 
(338), and white vellum for 
the flower bud on the twig, 
Lace: KH1006 Lurex silver 6 
mm, Rhinestones: CA3136

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0435 (Petra’s 
Poinsettia), Decoupage sheet 
Mattie’s Mooiste: MB0198, 
Papicolor card Original: olive 
green (945) and for the 
flower: Metallic ivory (331), 
white vellum and soft glitter 
paper: bronze 

1. Folding the card (see photo inside card)
Cut a strip from platinum: 19,2 (high) x 29,7 cm (= width A4-
sheet). Fold in half and open again. Score (whole width) at 5 cm 
up from the bottom. 
Make a 5 cm incision into the fold, starting at the bottom. Fold 
the flaps inside. Do not paste yet.
Cut for the inside 2x 10.5 x 14.6 cm design paper with 
mushrooms (keep the mushrooms upright!). Adhere as per 
example given in the photo.
Adhere lace to the flaps.
Fold the flaps inside and adhere at both ends (leave the centre 
open). Turn the card making it a top-fold card.

2. Front panel
To make sure the card will be able to stand well, adhere silver-
coloured lace at 4 cm from the bottom. Use enough length for 
the ribbon ends to be tied at the back of the card.
Cut 13.2 x 12 cm design paper with mushrooms and 14.2 x 9 
dark brown card. Adhere as shown.
Die cut the border 3x from snow paper. Place in a triangle.
Adhere the small snowflakes in the three corners together.
Place the triangular shape on to gold-coloured card and trace 
the centre. Cut the card out and adhere behind the triangle.
Die cut the winter circle from white card (see general 
instructions) and adhere raised on to the gold-coloured card.
Complete the card as per example given.

1. Folding the card (see photo inside card)
Cut an olive-green strip 18.7 (high) x 29.7 cm (= width A4-
sheet). Fold in half and open again. Score (whole width) at 5 cm 
up from the bottom. 
Make a 5 cm incision into the fold, starting at the bottom. 
Cut off the bottom of the front flap in a straight line.
Fold the flap of the back panel inside. Do not paste yet.
Cut 13 x 14.3 cm dark brown design paper for the inside.
Adhere to the olive green as shown (see photo).
Cut 2.2 x 14.6 cm solid dark brown for the flap.
Adhere the ribbon.
Fold the flap inside and adhere at both ends (leave the centre 
open).

Petra van Dam
hobbykaartenpetra.nl 

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1574 (Chain Snowflakes), Creatables: LR0741 (Petra’s Winter Circle), Die cut and embossing machine, Distress Ink: 
frayed burlap, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7059 (Eline’s Autumn Whispers), Papicolor card Original: pearly 
white (930), Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), Finger wax: Cadence 6152 pearl, Glitter glue

General instructions:
The sizes in cm are indicated like this: first you see the height and then the width, so 10 x 5 cm means 10 cm high and 5 cm wide.
Adhere lace/ribbon with double-sided tape.

Die cut the winter circle from white card. Carefully remove the paper from the die. Die cut the picture from the decoupage sheet 
with the circular ring (LR0741) and position centrally on to the pearly white card.
Tip for die cutting: Rub a dry block of soap over the die, this makes the die smoother, and the paper can be removed easily.



2. Front panel
Cut 21 x 14.4 cm plain orange design paper.
Lay the chain of snowflakes along the bottom. Trace the rounded 
edge in pencil, cut out and make a fold next to it.

3. Cut off the light orange in a straight line at 13.5 cm, 
measured from the fold.
Die cut the chain of snowflakes 2x from snow paper.
Adhere one chain to the light orange.

4. Cut 15 x 14.1 cm dark brown design paper. Make the 
following fold as shown in the photo: at 5.5 cm valley fold, 1 
cm mountain fold, 4.5 cm mountain fold and 1 cm valley fold, 3 
cm will remain. Adhere the top part (see arrow in photo) to light 
orange. Cut a 4.5 x 14.1 cm plain dark brown strip and a 2.3 x 
14.1 cm light green one from design paper. Adhere together. 
Adhere the ribbon to olive green.
Position the layers as a whole to the front panel of the card.
Die cut the winter circle from pearly white (see general 
instructions). Complete the card.

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1561 (Fijne 
Feestdagen Cirkel by Marleen), 
CR1574 (Chain Snowflakes), 
Stamps+dies set: HT1668 
(Hetty’s Snowboarder), 
Text stamps: KJ1717 
(Kerstwensen), Mask stencil: 
PS8109 (Tiny’s Bubbles & 
Sparkles), Soft glitter paper: 
CA3142 (silver), Circle cutter, 
Embellishment: Nuvo mousse 
pure platinum, Stapler

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), CR1574 (Chain 
Snowflakes), Stamps+dies 
set: HT1659 (Hetty’s Winter 
Bear), HT1667 (Hetty’s 
Snowman), Text stamps: 
KJ171 (Kerstwensen), Soft 
glitter paper: CA3142 (silver), 
Blending tool, Rhinestones: 
CA3156 (pink)

Cut a 10.5 x 14.5 cm white top-fold card.
Cut a 10 x 14 cm white single card, lay the stencil on top and 
work with Nuvo embellishment mousse. Set aside to dry.
Cut a 1.5 x 3.5 cm black strip, tear off one side and staple to 
the card.
Cut a 0.8 x 3 cm white strip and stamp the text with Versafine 
onyx black ink. 
Cut a 3 cm Ø white circle and stamp a black text. Adhere to a 
black 3.5 cm Ø circle. 
Die cut the chain of snowflakes and the text from silver-coloured 
glitter paper and black card.
Adhere the snowboarder and complete the card.

Cut off 10 cm on the short side of a black A4-sheet and fold the 
remaining card in half.
Die cut the largest Slimline rectangle from white card.
Die cut the smallest Slimline rectangle from smooth white card 
and work with the four colours of distress ink and a blending 
tool.
Spray a little water on to it and set aside to dry.
Then stamp the text with black Versafine ink. 
Die cut the chain of snowflakes from silver-coloured glitter 
paper.
Adhere the images with foam tape. 

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Distress Oxide Ink: black soot, blueprint sketch, picked raspberry, wilted violet, Stamping ink: 
Memento tuxedo black and Versafine onyx black, Card: white and black, Colouring materials, Gel pen: white 

General instructions:
Die cut the snowman, snowboarder, bear and mugs from white card.
Stamp (Memento ink used) the images in black ink and colour in with your favourite colouring material (Promarkers used).

Rimmie van de Sande
butterflykisses83.blogspot.com



Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1489 
(Schoenzetten by Marleen), 
CR1503 (Dreaming Bear by 
Marleen, moon used), CR1573 
(Chain Stars), Creatables: 
LR0494 (Horizon Amsterdam), 
LR0556 (Forest Trees-set of 
3), LR0737 (Snowy Window 
Layout-A6), LR0738 (Branch), 
Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), 
Rhinestones: CA3155 (gold)

Die cut a 13.5 x 10.5 cm pearly white top-fold card and adhere 
12.5 x 9.5 cm design paper. 
Die cut the window, moon and twig, cut off a little from the 
moon’s edge (to make it fit behind the window) and adhere. 
Die cut the chain with stars, the boot with present, the mitre, 
petes, houses and the tree. 
Adhere the houses to snow paper and trim the excess paper 
along the edges. Assemble and adhere to the card. 
Die cut two banners, stamp a text, tie hemp cord through the 
hole and adhere. 
Complete the card with rhinestones.

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Craftables: CR1526 (Sinterklaas set by Marleen), Creatables: LR0739 (Pieten by Marleen), Die cut and embossing machine, Text 
stamps: CS1042 (Pietenpost by Marleen), Stamps+dies set: CS1058 (Banners by Marleen), Stamping ink Archival: jet black, Pretty 
Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7062 (Eline’s Sparkling Snow), Papicolor card Original: raven black (901), pearly white 
(930), Decoration paper: CA3126 (gold), Hemp cord: black

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1566 (Numbers 
Journal), Craft stencil: PS8110 
(Sinterklaas Stoomboot by 
Marleen), Soft glitter paper: 
CA3143 (gold), Hemp cord: 
white, Push pin/brad: CA3149 
(black), Rhinestones: CA3136 

(silver), CA3157 (light blue), CA3162 (smokey grey) 

Trace the outline of the steamer 2x on to pearly white card, 1x 
the normal way and 1x in mirror image. Cut both out. 
Take the one in mirror image (the back panel) and score a fold 
at 3.5 cm down from the top. Fold this glue strip over and 
adhere to the front panel. The steamer/card can now stand up 
straight. Trace the hull on to pearly white card too, cut out and 
adhere with 3D-foam tape. Use the inner lines of the stencil to 
decorate. Trace them onto the back of (design) paper. Flip the 
stencil over to avoid drawing in mirror image. Cut all parts out 
and adhere. 
Place a brad through the door as doorknob and adhere the door 
with 3D-foam tape. 
Adhere black hemp cord as per example given to make the line 
for the flags. Trace the flags on the back of gold-coloured glitter 
paper, cut out and adhere to the flag line. 
Create sea and waves by cutting/tearing 19 x approximately 1.5 
cm plain blue design paper and adhering it along the bottom. 
Die cut Saint Nicolas and his petes and adhere to the steamer 
with 3D-foam tape. Place them a little behind the hull, creating 
a 3D-effect. Die cut the mitre and the numbers and adhere. 
Die cut the banners, stamp a text, tie hemp cord through the 
hole and adhere with 3D-foam tape. 
Complete the card with rhinestones. 

Extra needed for this card: 
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames-Rectangle), CR1563 
(Slimline-Mini-windows), 
CR1573 (Chain Stars), 
Stamps+dies set: HT1666 (Hot 
Drinks), Text stamps: KJ171 
(Kerstwensen), Mask stencil: 
PS8109 (Tiny’s Bubbles & 
Sparkles), Soft glitter paper: 
CA3146 (blue), CA3148 (pink), 
Acryl paint: white, Brush

Cut a 7.6 x 14.8 cm white single-fold landscape card (fold on 
the left).
Die cut the largest Slimline rectangle from white card and the 
smallest one from smooth white card. Work the small one with 
three colours of distress oxide ink and a blending tool: blueprint 
sketch, picked raspberry and wilted violet. 
Lay the mask stencil on top and apply white acrylic paint with a 
brush. Carefully remove the stencil and set the card aside to dry 
well.
Die cut the chain of stars and the rectangle from pink and blue 
glitter paper and white card.
Stamp the text with black Versafine ink. Adhere the figures with 
foam tape. 



Materials:
Collectables: COL1459 (Eline’s 
Christmas Tree), Craftables: 
CR1374 (Box Card), CR1478 
(Poinsettia by Marleen), 
CR1483 (Trees by Marleen), 
CR1567 (Snowman by 
Marleen), CR1568 (Art Texture-
Christmas Trees), CR1572 
(Sleigh by Marleen), CR1574 

(Chain Snowflakes), Die cut and embossing machine, Text 
stamps: CS1070 (Christmas Mail by Marleen), Stamps+dies set: 
CS1058 (Banners by Marleen), Stamping ink Archival: jet black, 
Distress Ink: walnut stain, Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, 
double-sided: PB7062 (Eline’s Sparkling Snow), Papicolor card: 
Recycled kraft grey (322), Original raven black (901) and pearly 
white (930), Card: dark green, Snow paper: CA3104 (glitter), 
Vellum, Enamel dots: PL4520 (snowflakes), Rhinestones: CA3136 
(silver), CA3161 (pine green), Gel pen: white, Hemp cord: white, 
Lace, Coloured pencil: light pink

Die cut the front and back of the box card (1x with window and 
1x without) from white card. 
Trace the stencil in pencil onto design paper with snowflakes, 
cut it 3 mm smaller on all sides and adhere to the card’s front 
panel. Cut 14.5 x 13 cm design paper with stars and cut the 
decorative border along the top as well, by tracing the shape 
in pencil and cutting it out a little smaller. Adhere the design 
paper inside the card to the back panel, creating a starry sky. 
Die cut two pearly white partition strips. Cut two wavy strips 
(one about 3.5 cm high and one about 7 cm high) from snow 
paper and adhere to the participation strips. 
Decorate the snow hills in the background with different trees. 
Make the trees sturdier by gluing a white reinforcement strip 
behind the trees and snow hill. 
Die cut two snowmen. Assemble them on white card and trim 
excess paper along the edges. Adhere one of the snowman with 
sleigh and Christmas tree on the partition strip. 
Then adhere both partition strips inside the box card and close 
the card by gluing the front panel at the sides to the back 
panel. Cut the second snowman to size and adhere him on the 
inside as per example given. Cut a little heap of snow for the 
front panel and die cut a second sleigh from kraft. 
Die cut the chain with snowflakes and the parts of the 
poinsettia. Assemble and adhere. 
Cut two 11 x 4.2 cm strips from design paper and adhere to the 
sides. Complete the card with enamel dots, rhinestones and a 
text.

Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1537 (Slimline 
Frames), Creatables: LR0724 
(Lantern), Text stamps: 
CS1067 (Handgeschreven 
Kerst), Stamping ink 
Versafine: onyx black

Extra needed for this card:
Creatables: LR0619 (Anja’s 
Warme Winterwensen)

Cut off 10 cm on the short side of a black A4-sheet and fold the 
remaining card in half. 
Die cut the Slimline rectangle with stitches from white card. 
Use the mask stencil and distress ink to create horizons. Decide 
where to place the lantern and leave that spot free from ink. 
Stamp the text using the stamp master. 
Die cut the figures from black kraft, adhere to the white card 
and this card to the black single-fold card.

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm black single-fold card. 
Cut a 12.5 x 13 cm (almost square) white card. Use the stencil 
and distress ink to create a horizon. Lay down the die-cut text 
and leave that spot free from ink. 
Die cut the figures from black kraft, adhere to the white card 
and this card to the black single-fold card.

Materials used for all cards:
Creatables: LR0740 (Winter Silhouette Sleighride), LR0736 (Tiny’s Pine Trees-set of 3), Die cut and embossing machine, Mask stencil: 
PS8080 (Sunburst), Distress Ink: stormy sky, Card: white, Kraft paper: black, Glitter glue

General instructions: 
Decorate the border of the horizons with glitter glue.
Tip: First cut the cards from the A4-sheets, then use the scraps to die cut the figures.



Extra needed for this card:
Craftables: CR1574 (Chain 
Snowflakes), CR1467 (Basic 
Passe-partouts-Ovals)

Cut off a 13.5 cm white strip from a white A4-sheet. 
Score it at 0.5 cm, 1.5 cm and 2.5 cm and then at 15 cm, 16 cm 
and 17 cm. 
Die cut the large oval out of the front panel. 
Fold the card and use distress ink to create (a) horizon(s) on the 
back panel. Work the front panel with distress ink as well. 
Assemble the card and adhere the black die-cut figures. Cut the 
snowflake chain a little shorter.

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1476 (Kerst-
Deer used), Craftables: CR1571 
(Stitching Border-Ice Crystals), 
Pretty Papers design paper 
A4-pad, double-sided: PK9172 
(Frozen Winter) 

Extra needed for this card:
Collectables: COL1477 (Xmas-
Santa used), Craftables: 
CR1570 (Stitching Border-
Christmas), Pretty Papers 
design paper A4-pad, double-
sided: PB7059 (Eline’s Autumn 
Whispers), Scraps of coloured 
card, Snow paper: CA3104, 
Cotton pad

Embroider the card with light and dark blue embroidery thread 
(six strands) and silver-coloured DMC-embroidery thread. 
Die cut the deer from three shades of brown card, use black for 
the eyes and red for the nose. 
Cut a 15 cm wide strip of the A4-size design paper and fold in 
half. Use the scraps of this paper to die cut the hat and scarf. 
Use the template of the ears to die cut the hooves. 
Adhere the deer to the card as per example given and stamp a 
winter text. 
Adhere the embroidered card.

Embroider the white card with red, green and gold-coloured 
threads (six strands). 
Die cut Santa, use light pink for his head, a slightly darker shade 
of pink for his cheeks and nose and red for his hat and mittens. 
Die cut the border of the hat and mittens from snow paper and 
the moustache and beard from a cotton pad. 
Adhere Santa as per example given and stamp a Christmas text. 
Cut a 15 cm wide strip of the A4-size design paper and fold in 
half. 
Adhere the embroidered card.

Marianne Perlot
mariannedesign.blogspot.com

Materials used for both cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: KJ1717 (Kerstwensen), Stamping ink Versafine: onyx black, Stamp master: LR0029, 
Watercolor paper, Embroidery thread in different colours, Craft tape

General instructions:
Cut a 15 x 12.5 cm rectangle from water color paper. Adhere the die of the embroidery border to the edge of the card with craft 
tape and die cut. Then lay the embroidery die at the right place against the side, adhere with craft tape and die cut. Use the stamp 
master to neatly stamp the text.


